INFO & SYSTEM STATUS

**INFO**
- View information on:
  - Version
  - System
  - Maximum FPS
  - Card A/B
  - USB
  - Network
  - Lens
  - User button
  - Export HW info file
  - Export logfiles
  - Export update logfiles

**SYSTEM STATUS**
- View camera status/alert states
### RECORDING

- **Recording Codec**: 422 LT, 422 HD, 4444, 4444 XD, MPEG-2 HD-422, ARRI450
- **Resolution** (HD, XD): 2K, 3K, 3.2K, 4K, UHD, 2.39:1

### PROJECT SETTINGS

- **Project rate**: 23.976fps, 24fps, 25fps, 29.97fps, 30fps, 48fps, 59.94fps, 60fps, 59.94fps, 60fps, 75fps
- **Nest color** (1-9)
- **Camera index** (1-9)
- **Camera ID profile** (-2)
- **Lens s-factor** (1.1-1.33)

### RECORD MODE

- **Record mode** (Normal, Interval, Stop Motion)
- **Record mode** (Normal, Interval, Stop Motion)
- **Lens squeeze factor** (1.0, 1.3)
- **Camera index** (A - Z)

### MEDIA

- **Card full beeper** (On, Off)
- **Rec start beeper** (On, Off)
- **USB medium**
- **Prepare USB medium**

### MONITORING

- **System time + date**
  - **SETUP**
    - **System time**
    - **System date**
    - **REC BEEPER/TALLY**
    - **Rec start beeper** (On, Off)
    - **Card full beeper** (On, Off)
    - **USB medium**

### MONITORING 2/3

- **EVF OVERLAYS**
  - **Frame lines** (On, Off)
  - **Frame line shading** (25%, 50%, 75%, 100%)
  - **Center mark** (On, Off, Small Dot, Circle, Small Cross)
  - **Surround mark** (Black Line, Colored Line, 75%, 50%, 25%, 100%, Manual, Overlay)
  - **Status info** (On, Overlay, Overlay, Overlay, Overlay)

- **STATUS COMPONENTS**
  - **Timecode** (On, Off)
  - **Audio** (On, Off)
  - **Date** (On, Off)
  - **Lens focus distance** (On, Off)
  - **SDI OVERLAYS**
  - **Frame lines** (On, Off)
  - **Center mark** (On, Off, Small Dot, Circle, Small Cross)
  - **Surround mark** (Black Line, Colored Line, 75%, 50%, 25%, 100%, Manual, Overlay)
  - **Status info** (On, Overlay, Overlay, Overlay, Overlay)

- **SDI PROCESSING**
  - **Surround mask** (Black Line, Colored Line, Semi-transparent Mask)
  - **Surround mask** (Black Line, Colored Line, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%)
  - **Frame line shading** (On, Off)
  - **Frame line intensity** (1-4)
  - **Frame line shading** (On, Off)

- **OVERLAYS**
  - **Frame lines** (On, Off)
  - **Frame line shading** (25%, 50%, 75%, 100%)
  - **Center mark** (On, Off, Small Dot, Circle, Small Cross)
  - **Surround mark** (Black Line, Colored Line, 75%, 50%, 25%, 100%, Manual, Overlay)
  - **Status info** (On, Overlay, Overlay, Overlay, Overlay)

- **STATUS COMPONENTS**
  - **Frame lines** (On, Off)
  - **Frame line shading** (25%, 50%, 75%, 100%)
  - **Center mark** (On, Off, Small Dot, Circle, Small Cross)
  - **Surround mark** (Black Line, Colored Line, 75%, 50%, 25%, 100%, Manual, Overlay)
  - **Status info** (On, Overlay, Overlay, Overlay, Overlay)

### SYSTEM 1/2

- **SYSTEM TIME + DATE**
  - **Set Month, Day, Hour, Minute, Year**
  - **Timezone** (UTC ±12h)
  - **Daylight saving time** (On, Off)
  - **Buttons + Display**
    - **Display style** (On, Off)
    - **Power** (On, Off)
  - **LOCK COMPONENTS**
    - **Buttons + Display**
  - **USER BUTTONS**
  - **EVF buttons**
  - **USB buttons**
  - **Camera user buttons**
  - **EVF buttons**

### SYSTEM 2/2

- **DISPLAY MODE**
  - **Screen Brightness** (1-3)
  - **Gain** (1-9)
  - **Offset** (±5, 0)
  - **Color** (Red, Green, Blue, Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, White)
  - **Zebra mode** (High, Mid, Slow, Off)
  - **Zebra level** (0-100)
  - **Zebra range** (On, Off)
  - **Zebra color** (Red, Green, Blue, Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, White)
  - **Zebra setup** (On, Off)
  - **Frame grab**
  - **Camera index** (A - Z)
  - **Channel 1/2 control** (Manual, Manual+L, Auto)
  - **Audio recording** (On, Off)
  - **Prerecord max duration** (1-20s in HD, max. 7.6s in UHD)
  - **Record mode** (Normal, Interval, Stop Motion)

### USER BUTTONS

- **EVF + Monitor buttons**
  - **EVF buttons**
  - **USB buttons**
  - **Camera user buttons**
  - **EVF buttons**

### MEDIA

- **Prepare USB medium**
  - **SDI OVERLAYS**
  - **Frame lines** (On, Off)
  - **Frame line shading** (25%, 50%, 75%, 100%)
  - **Center mark** (On, Off, Small Dot, Circle, Small Cross)
  - **Surround mark** (Black Line, Colored Line, 75%, 50%, 25%, 100%, Manual, Overlay)
  - **Status info** (On, Overlay, Overlay, Overlay, Overlay)

- **SDI PROCESSING**
  - **Surround mask** (Black Line, Colored Line, Semi-transparent Mask)
  - **Surround mask** (Black Line, Colored Line, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%)
  - **Frame line shading** (On, Off)
  - **Frame line intensity** (1-4)
  - **Frame line shading** (On, Off)

- **OVERLAYS**
  - **Frame lines** (On, Off)
  - **Frame line shading** (25%, 50%, 75%, 100%)
  - **Center mark** (On, Off, Small Dot, Circle, Small Cross)
  - **Surround mark** (Black Line, Colored Line, 75%, 50%, 25%, 100%, Manual, Overlay)
  - **Status info** (On, Overlay, Overlay, Overlay, Overlay)

- **STATUS COMPONENTS**
  - **Frame lines** (On, Off)
  - **Frame line shading** (25%, 50%, 75%, 100%)
  - **Center mark** (On, Off, Small Dot, Circle, Small Cross)
  - **Surround mark** (Black Line, Colored Line, 75%, 50%, 25%, 100%, Manual, Overlay)
  - **Status info** (On, Overlay, Overlay, Overlay, Overlay)